ABSTRACT Membrane proteins diffuse within the membrane, form oligomers and supramolecular assemblies. Using highspeed atomic force microscopy, we present direct experimental measure of an in-membrane-plane interaction potential between membrane proteins. In purple membranes, ATP-synthase c-rings formed dimers that temporarily dissociated. C-ring dimers revealed subdiffusive motion, while dissociated monomers diffused freely. C-rings center-to-center distance probability distribution allowed the calculation and modeling of an in-membrane-plane energy landscape that presented repulsion at 80 Å , most stable dimer association at 103 Å (À3.5 k B T strength), and dissociation at 125 Å (À1 k B T strength). This first experimental data of nonlabeled membrane protein diffusion and the corresponding in-membrane-plane interaction energy landscape characterized membrane protein interaction with an attractive range of several k B T that reaches to a radius of~50 Å within the membrane plane.
With increasing knowledge about the structures of individual membrane proteins (1) , the focus of investigations turns toward the study of integrated membrane structure and function (2) . The amphiphilic nature of membrane proteins restricts their structure (3) and motion (4, 5) to the two-dimensional membrane plane where they form oligomers, are densely packed (2) and form supramolecular assemblies (6) . Such an ensemble is represented in the purple membrane (PM) by the light-driven proton pump bacteriorhodopsin (bR) (7) and the ATP-synthase using the protonmotive force (chemical potential energy due to the proton concentration difference across a membrane) generated by bR to form ATP (8) (see Section 1 in the Supporting Material).
Recently, atomic-force microscopy (AFM) has reached maturity and allowed acquisition at submolecular resolution of membrane proteins in native membranes. Unfortunately, the image acquisition frequency of~1 min or more did not allow real-time assessment of membrane protein movement in native membranes (6, 9) . Membrane protein dynamics has been monitored by single particle tracking experiments of labeled membrane proteins using optical microscopy (5), with the shortcoming that the protein itself and its molecular environment are not observed. High-speed atomic force microscopy (HS-AFM (10)) now allows us to the concomitant assessment of structure and dynamics of integrated nonlabeled membrane protein assemblies, and to calculate corresponding physical parameters (see Section 2 in the Supporting Material).
A transmembrane protein may locally modify the lipid environment, including the bilayer thickness, its flexibility, and its local curvature. Such perturbation bears an energetic cost and has a finite spatial extension. If two such proteins are in close vicinity, they will feel each other's presence through the overlap of their perturbation fields. Any type of protein-membrane coupling may lead to such membrane-mediated interactions, most notably hydrophobic mismatch and curvature-mediated interactions (for a review see (11) ). The range of the interaction is set by the extent of the membrane perturbation around a protein, and depends on the type of perturbation involved. Variation of the bilayer thickness involves a (costly) stretching or compression of the lipid tails, which typically relax over a distance comparable to the bilayer thickness. Relaxation of the mean membrane curvature is dictated by the (weaker) membrane's mechanical tension, which relaxes over larger distances (10-100 nm). Although numerous theoretical and numerical studies have explored various aspects of membranemediated interactions between membrane proteins, direct experimental observation of such interaction have not been obtained until now. Based on dynamic molecule imaging by HS-AFM (10), we analyze the in-membrane-plane diffusion and interaction of two membrane proteins and derive the corresponding interaction potential landscape.
Here, we used HS-AFM to image the edge regions of native PM from Halobacterium (H.) salinarum (12,13) (see Section 2 in the Supporting Material). PMs (7) are mainly constituted of bR arrays, with lipid membrane border regions where bR and ATP-synthase c-rings (14) diffuse. It has been shown that the lipid membrane outside the bR lattice is in the fluid state (15) . The predominant lipid in the H. salinarum membrane is phosphatidyl glycerophosphate, with C17 acyl-chain length, and the hydrophobic thickness is~28 Å (16, 17) . The hydrophobic thickness of the membrane bilayer is important as the thickness mismatch between proteins and the embedding lipid environment is the major source of membrane-mediated protein-protein interactions (18, 19) . At the array-lipid interface of PM, bR dynamics can be monitored, in agreement with a previous study (13 maps between sequential images allowed visualization of association and dissociation of individual bR trimers to the bR-lattice (see Section 2 and Movie S1 in the Supporting Material). Indeed, the bR lattice edge is in dynamic equilibrium with bR molecules attaching and detaching to and from the array. The ratio of attaching and detaching molecules is~1 during an observation period of 30 s. The molecules that undergo dynamic changes are only~2% of all molecules observed along the lattice edge at the applied imaging rate of one frame per second.
In the edge-region of PM, we observed ring-shaped molecules with 65 Å diameter. Based on their shape, size, and location, in addition to the bR-arrays we attributed the protein to membrane standing ATP-synthase c-rings (see Section 3 in the Supporting Material). This attribution was confirmed by mass-spectrometry: The c-ring subunit gene (atpk) of H. salinarum (CAP14578 (20) The c-rings assembled into dimers with dynamic association distances ranging from tight (~80 Å ) to elongated (~120 Å ) (Fig. 1 A) . More rarely, c-rings dissociated into monomers, but reformed after several hundreds of milliseconds (Fig. 1 B) . Hence, overall, three situations could be distinguished using HS-AFM at imaging rate of 187 ms per frame (Movie S2):
1. The close dimer where the two c-rings touched each other ( Fig. 1 C, left) . 2. The elongated dimer where the two c-rings were not in physical contact (Fig. 1 C, middle) . (Also note that intermediate situations were equally observed.) 3. The monomer (Fig. 1 C, right) .
The c-rings were characterized through particle tracking and the diffusion characteristics analyzed. The real-space positions of particle-tracking, where the c-rings were imaged as close dimer, elongated dimer, and monomer, illustrated the motion behavior of the molecules within a HS-AFM movie of 60 frames (Fig. 1 D) Most often dimers were found with inter-ring distances of~10 nm (frames 1-23 and frames 29-60), with an intermediate period of~400 ms during which dimer dissociation occurred (frames 24-28); the monomer c-ring detection is limited by the imaging frame size and acquisition rate (see Section 5 in the Supporting Material). The notable preservation of the assembly interaction angle between the c-rings was facilitated by remaining stator elements (see Section 6 in the Supporting Material). The strong interaction between c-rings influences their motion (Movie S2). While c-rings within dimers rattle about their localization during a period of seconds, c-ring monomers diffused fast in the membrane plane.
The analysis of the mean-square displacement (MSD) as a function of the lag-time Dt showed two different diffusion regimes for monomers and dimers (see Section 5 in the Supporting Material). These regimes were characterized by fitting the generalized diffusion equation MSD~Dt a to the data, where a is the anomalous diffusion exponent (Fig. 1 E) . The obtained exponent values (5 SD) were a (monomer) ¼ 1.0 5 0.9 for monomers, and a (dimer) ¼ 0.2 5 0.1 for the dimer. Subdiffusion (a < 1) is characteristic of confined proteins on living cells (5) . Furthermore, size and oligomerization dependence of membrane diffusion has been reported experimentally and theoretically (4, 22) , though these studies diverge concerning the magnitude of the effect and the interpretation of the underlying mechanism. The corresponding free diffusion constants are 125 nm 2 /s and 1.5 nm 2 /s for the monomer and the dimer, respectively, the monomer diffusion compares to diffusion of lipids in gel phase (23) , while the dimer is almost static.
Quantitative information about the energy of interaction between two c-rings can be obtained from the probability of observing two proteins at a given distance. At thermal equilibrium, the probability distribution function p(d) (Fig. 2 A) is related to the energy of interaction U(d) (Fig. 2 B) by the Boltzmann law
where k B T is the thermal energy (see Section 8 in the Supporting Material). We observe a short-range repulsion, coupled with a long-range attraction between proteins. The former contribution is well fitted by a generic soft-core (quadratic) potential (24) and probably originates from structural perturbation of the protein/lipid organization upon close contact. Considering the extent of the long-range attractive potential, it likely corresponds to membranemediated interactions such as those arising from hydrophobic mismatch between the proteins and the surrounding lipid bilayer (25) (see Sections 4 and 8 in the Supporting Material). This hypothesis is further supported by the measurement of elevated lipid plateaus between the c-rings (see Section 7 in the Supporting Material).
Combining these two contributions results in a welldefined energy minimum of~À3.5 k B T at a center-to-center distance of 103 Å . The minimal distance we could observe was~80 Å , and the attractive interaction energy dropped below À1 k B T for distances larger than 125 Å , beyond which the attraction is insufficient to hold a dimer together against thermal fluctuations. Sporadically monomeric c-rings at larger distances were observed. However, because dissociated monomers moved fast and the size of the HS-AFM imaging frame was limited, we could only rarely observe them.
Due to the high image acquisition frequency of HS-AFM (~187 ms per image), mobile ATP-synthase c-rings were analyzed in membranes of H. salinarum, undetectable by conventional AFM. The use of HS-AFM allowed the analysis of membrane diffusion of a nonlabeled protein, and enabled us to calculate the in-membrane-plane interaction energy between transmembrane molecules.
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